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Chapter Two

•

Royal Propaganda
Mary Tudor, Elizabeth Tudor,
and the Edwardian Reformation

In 1548, the editors of printed translations by Mary and Elizabeth Tudor
made an unprecedented case for the importance of female translators
by asserting that the princesses’ works were important contributions to
governmental religious policy. That January, Mary’s partial translation
of Erasmus’s “Paraphrase . . . upon the Gospell of Sainct John” was published as part of the English Paraphrases orchestrated by Katherine Parr.
Nicholas Udall’s preface to Mary’s translation praises both Katherine
and Mary for their exemplary devotion to improving the common good
through patronage and translation: “Howe happie art thou, o England,
for whose behoufe and edifying in Christe, Quenes and Princesses spare
not ne ceasse with all earnest endevour and sedulitee to spende their
tyme, their wittes, their substaunce, and also their bodyes?”1 Edward VI
had ordered every church in England to purchase and display the Paraphrases, and Udall’s emphasis on the rank of these royal women offered
further evidence of the volume’s authority. In March, John Bale edited
Elizabeth’s translation of Marguerite de Navarre as part of his effort to
publish works that legitimated English Protestantism. Like Udall, Bale
emphasizes Elizabeth’s royal status, remarking that she has “a most
vyctoryouse kynge to her father, & a most vertuouse, & lerned kynge
agayne to her brother.” Bale also presents Elizabeth as a model of learned
piety whose work offers a template for the spiritual regeneration of the
nation: “They shall not be unwyse, that shall marke herin, what commodyte it is, or what profyght myght growe to a christen commen welthe
if youth were thus brought up in vertu & good letters.”2 By stressing
the princesses’ learning and their role as pious models, Udall and Bale
presented Mary and Elizabeth as crucial participants in the Edwardian
regime and suggested that they possessed a measure of political agency.
67
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Without intending to do so, Udall and Bale established an enduring model that presented women’s translations as an acceptable form
of public commentary. As queen, Elizabeth reissued Edward’s injunctions requiring all English parishes to display copies of the English
Paraphrases, meaning that Mary’s translation of Erasmus was readily
available throughout England even fifty years after its initial publication.
Meanwhile, Elizabeth’s translation of Marguerite saw four editions during her reign. While only one of these editions reprinted Bale’s prefatory
material, two editors repurposed Udall’s praise of Mary and Katherine
for their own intentions. James Cancellar, who had been one of Mary’s
priests during her reign, borrowed substantially from Udall for his own
preface to Elizabeth’s Marguerite, perhaps to present Elizabeth in a conservative light: “How happie then is that countrie and people, for whose
behoofe and edifying, Queenes and Princes spare not, ne ceasse not, with
all earnest indevour and sedulitie to spende their tyme, their wits, their
substaunce, and also their bodyes in the studies of noble Sciences?”3
Cancellar follows Udall and Bale in highlighting Elizabeth’s learning by
adding the phrase “studies of noble Sciences.” Thomas Bentley appropriated Cancellar’s version of this sentence in the preface to his Monument
of Matrones (1582), which reprinted religious texts by women of all
ranks, including Elizabeth’s Marguerite: “Sundrie right famous Queenes,
noble Ladies, virtuous Virgins, and godlie Gentlewomen of al ages . . . for
the common benefit of their countrie, have not ceased, and that with all
carefull industrie and earnest indevour, most painfullie and diligentlie in
great fervencie of the spirit, and zeale of the truth, even from their tender
& maidenlie yeeres, to spend their time, their wits, their substance, and
also their bodies, in the studies of noble and approoved sciences, and in
compiling and translating of sundrie most christian and godlie books.”4
Bentley’s reworking reflects the content of the Monument by including
“noble Ladies” as well as “godlie Gentlewomen,” ultimately suggesting
that the commonwealth could benefit from the literary labor of women
of all ranks. By the 1580s, then, the female translator’s work could be
construed as a useful contribution to public life.
This chapter will explore the ways that Udall and Bale laid the
groundwork for this development by appropriating the Tudor princesses’
translations as propaganda for the Edwardian Reformation. Elizabeth
composed her translation of Marguerite de Navarre in 1544 as a New
Year’s gift for Katherine Parr, while Mary undertook her partial translation of Erasmus at Katherine’s invitation. Critics generally observe in
passing that Udall and Bale commandeered the princesses’ texts, but the
full significance of these editorial interventions has yet to be recognized,
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perhaps because of the published versions’ apparent subordination to
male agendas. Mary’s case is particularly striking, as Udall misleadingly
claims that her work endorses the Edwardian Reformation. Yet neither
Mary nor Elizabeth attempted to control the circulation of these translations after their accessions, and their social prominence may have
inspired other female translators to become visible participants in England’s religious politics. The Tudor princesses’ translations reveal that
the female translator could hold a fame of her own that was as important as the reputation of her source text’s original author, suggesting that
the female translator did not necessarily hide behind the authority of her
source text.

Trustworthy Sources: Translation, Fame,
and Religious Propaganda
Some translations gained cultural significance due to the fame of the
translator, as when Thomas Cranmer, the archbishop of Canterbury,
attached his name to a published translation of a continental catechism
that aimed to introduce English children to reformist tenets (Catechismus, 1548). As Cranmer’s dedicatory preface to Edward VI states, “there
is nothynge more necessarye . . . then that it myghte be forseen, howe
the youthe & tender age of youre lovynge subjectes, maye be brought
up and traded in the trewth of Goddes holy worde.”5 The quasi-official
nature of this text was further established by the inclusion of Edward’s
coat of arms on the title page, whose obverse bears a woodcut in which
Edward sits on a throne handing a Bible to a bishop, probably Cranmer, as other bishops, priests, aristocrats, and commoners look on. While
the political goals of this text are evident, scholars have been perplexed
by its uncertain authorship. The catechism freely translates and reshapes
Jonas Justus’s Latin version of a German catechism, but the text is never
acknowledged as a translation. Instead, the title page states that this
work was “set forth by the mooste reverende father in God Thomas
Archbyshop of Canterbury,” and the text itself is accompanied by an
announcement that it had been “Oversene and corrected” by Cranmer.6
D. G. Selwyn has plausibly argued that Cranmer edited a translation composed by one of his associates.7 The book’s foregrounding of Cranmer
and Edward, rather than the original author or Cranmer’s cotranslator, can be profitably understood in terms of the phenomenon of source
credibility outlined by Carl Hovland and other researchers at Yale: “An
important factor influencing the effectiveness of a communication is the
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person or group perceived as originating the communication—and the
cues provided as to the trustworthiness, intentions, and affiliations of
this source.”8 In other words, audiences are more likely to change their
opinions about topical issues when they encounter evidence either issuing from or endorsed by highly credible sources. According to Hovland
et al., the most significant elements for source credibility are expertise
and trustworthiness.9 Certainly the paratexts to Cranmer’s catechism
emphasize the authoritative approval of both Edward and Cranmer, who
held expertise and trustworthiness by virtue of their leadership roles
within the English church and their perceived interest in bettering it.
As historians have mentioned in passing, translation was a crucial
source of religious propaganda in early modern England, and the source
credibility attached to translations of famous theologians such as Luther
and Calvin helps explain the effectiveness of this activity.10 Because the
translator and the original author could function simultaneously as the
source of the text, translation allowed men even of the middling sort
to bolster their credibility with readers and to play a part in religious
controversies. In many instances, the translator therefore yielded to the
original author, whose higher profile could better legitimate the religious
views expressed in the text. As an anonymous translator of Pierre du
Moulin noted of his decision to withhold his name, “The name of the
Author is a sufficient patronage for the booke.”11 Yet in certain cases,
such as Cranmer’s catechism, the translator’s authority could be equivalent to or greater than the original author’s reputation. In April 1550,
Edward Seymour, the recently disgraced Duke of Somerset, issued an
English translation of a letter sent to him by John Calvin. The title page
advertised the work’s dual authorship, stating that the letter was “delyvered to the sayde Duke, in the time of his trouble, and so translated
out of frenshe by the same Duke.” Somerset had been ousted as Edward’s
Lord Protector of the Commonwealth the preceding December, and the
translation was printed the day before his release from the Tower of
London to mark his imminent reinstatement at court. The work’s preface situates the translation within the context of the riots that propelled
Somerset’s downfall, subtly attesting to Somerset’s godly credentials and
authority: “Nothing is more odious or destestable afore god then the disobedience of subjectes against their Kynges and Governours.”12 Powerful
men such as Somerset turned to translation while in disgrace or exile,
perhaps because they no longer wielded a more direct power that was
superior to a translator’s mediated agency. Somerset, for example, published his translation of Calvin after his power had been diminished in the
wake of the coup. Similarly, after John Scory, bishop of Chichester under
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Edward, fled into exile to escape the Marian Counter-Reformation, he
printed translations of Augustine and Cyprian that advertised his name
and former position on their title pages.13
Aristocratic women, however, found that taking public credit for
printed translations was a convenient means of drawing attention to
their own social prestige and furthering the ability of their translations
to serve as models of popular devotion. Women could not hold public
office, but translation offered an indirect means of participating in public
debates. Furthermore, translation implicitly denied contemporary dismissals of women’s intellectual inferiority by visibly demonstrating the
female translator’s learning and hence her expertise. By allowing their
translations to be published with full attribution, these female translators
could become credible sources regarding piety and doctrine. Margaret
Beaufort, the mother of Henry VII and the Countess of Richmond and
Derby, influentially established this model by printing translations of two
works from French into English: the fourth book of Thomas á Kempis’s
Imitatio Christi (1504) and The Mirroure of Golde for the Synfull Soule
(1506). Rather than apologizing for Beaufort’s foray into the public
sphere, these publications drew attention to her authorship to establish
their own authority. The preface to the Mirroure of Golde, for example,
notes that the text was “translated oute of frenche in to Englisshe by the
right excellent princesse Margaret moder to oure soverain lorde kinge
Henry the .vii. and Countesse of Richemond & derby.”14 This publication also features woodcuts of the Beaufort portcullis and Tudor rose
that provide visual representations of Beaufort’s high status. After the
Tudor princesses’ translations were printed in 1548, other aristocratic
Englishwomen similarly published translations whose title pages advertised their authorship, suggesting that the translator’s identity could be
an important selling point. In 1592, Mary Sidney Herbert, who had
gained newfound fame as a literary patron after the death of her brother
Philip, issued a volume whose title page unapologetically announced that
its contents—translations of Philippe Duplessis-Mornay and Robert Garnier—were “done in English by the Countesse of Pembroke.”15 Similarly,
Elizabeth Cooke Hoby Russell attempted to shape public perceptions of
herself through the title page to a translation of a work by John Ponet
(published 1605), which states the text was “translated out of Latin into
English by the Right Honorable Lady Elizabeth Russell, Dowager to the
Right Honourable the Lord John Russell, Baron, and sonne and heire
to Francis Earle of Bedford.”16 As in the case of Beaufort’s translations,
these publications advertised Sidney Herbert and Russell’s rank and
fame for godly piety in order to attract readers.
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Women from less lofty backgrounds who had developed reputations
for outstanding piety also followed this model. As mentioned in chapter 1, Mary Basset, Thomas More’s granddaughter, became the first
gentlewoman to publish a translation under her name by contributing
an English version of More’s final Tower treatise to his collected works
in 1557. Three years later, Anne Lock Prowse published a translation
of Calvin under her initials. By the 1580s, Prowse—now a former Marian exile, a friend of prominent reformer John Knox, and the widow of
preacher Edward Dering—had become well known for her Calvinist
views. John Field’s 1583 edition of a sermon by Knox, which he had
received from Prowse, depicts her as a paradigm of religious zeal: “I
know you live to your God and as you have in times past; being no
young scholler in his schoole, given sufficient testimonie to the Church
of God, of your sincere faith and holy profession, when you lived in exile
to enjoy it.”17 Perhaps for this reason, Prowse chose to take credit for
her 1590 translation of Jean Taffin, further authorizing her message that
“hotter” Protestants should maintain their beliefs despite recent attacks
(Of the Markes of the Children of God).18 Likewise, Dorcas Martin’s
1581 translation of a catechism entitled An Instruction for Christians
Conteining a Fruitfull and Godlie Exercise was reprinted under her own
name in Thomas Bentley’s Monument of Matrones. The 1581 edition of
Martin’s translation has been lost, but it is possible that she chose to
publish the work with full attribution. Martin had served as a stationer
for an illegally printed tract by Thomas Cartwright and supposedly harbored him while he was a fugitive, giving her a heightened fame within
London presbyterian circles.19 These cases suggest that the female translator often had credibility as a source whose authority was as important
as that of the original author. In fact, Beaufort’s Mirroure, Russell’s
Ponet, and Martin’s catechism all failed to mention the original authors
of their works, underscoring the potential power that these women had
to authorize the texts’ reception. These translators did not issue their
works under their own names because they could hide behind the original author but rather because they had the social and cultural cachet to
serve as pious exemplars.

Appropriating Erasmus: Mary Tudor, Roman
Catholicism, and the English Paraphrases
Aristocratic women of the early Tudor period often translated devotional
texts or became patrons of religious translations to provide models of
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vernacular piety to literate readers. While their efforts may have influenced popular devotion, these translations also provide an essential
context for translations undertaken by Mary Tudor. Two of Mary’s
relatives—Catherine of Aragon and her great-grandmother Margaret
Beaufort—as well as her governess Margaret Pole, Countess of Salisbury, either translated or commissioned translations meant to foster lay
spirituality largely aligned with humanist attitudes.20 During the 1540s,
Katherine Parr reworked this model by supporting translations that subtly advanced reformist ideas. When Mary undertook translations of texts
by Thomas Aquinas and Erasmus, she therefore asserted her courtly credentials and associated herself with women such as Beaufort and Parr.
Even if Mary recognized the differences between Parr and the women
who preceded her, the distinctions were to all appearances slight enough
that Mary’s translations could profitably float between the poles of conservative and reformist orthodoxy during the last decades of Henry’s
reign.
As in the case of the More women, translation was probably a staple
of Mary’s education. The historical evidence for her schooling is scanty,
but Henry’s instructions for Mary’s removal to Wales in 1525 state that
Pole must “intende to her learninge of Latine tongue & French.”21 Juan
Luis Vives proposed in De ratione studii puerilis epistolae duae (1523)
that Mary use translation to improve her ability to write in Latin: “Let
her begin to turn short speeches . . . from English into Latin. At first they
should be easy; then, by degrees, more difficult, in which there should
occur all kinds and forms of words. Let these partly be serious and religious, and in part joyful and courteous.”22 Giles Du Wés, Mary’s French
tutor, published a textbook featuring French dialogues with interlinear
English translations. Both Vives and Du Wés agreed that Mary’s education should feature a strong emphasis on moral and religious instruction.
Vives suggested that Mary read classical moralists (Cicero, Seneca),
church fathers (Jerome, Augustine), contemporary humanists (Erasmus,
More), and Christian poets (Prudentius). Du Wés cited Augustine and
Isidore, respectively, in dialogues on peace and the soul, and he devoted
three dialogues to the subject of the Mass: its proper attendance, its commemorative nature, and its ceremonies.23 While there is little evidence
that Mary followed either of these programs of study, a 1533 letter from
Catherine of Aragon accompanied books by Ludolph of Saxony and
Jerome, the latter probably edited by Erasmus, that were calculated to
reinforce Mary’s piety and virtue: “I will send you 2 bookes in latine.
One shalbe De vita Christi, with the declaration of the gospelles. And
the other the epistles of St Hierome that he did write alwaies to Paula
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and Eustochium.”24 After Catherine’s death, Mary may have associated
humanist learning with her mother, as one of her servingwomen later
reported that Mary had turned to “lettres humaines” for consolation in
the 1530s.25
Whatever role translation may have played in Mary’s education, she
was familiar with royal and aristocratic women who encouraged translation of religious texts into the vernacular in order to serve pious and
political aims associated with humanism. As previously noted, Beaufort
initiated this tradition. She had sought spiritual direction from John
Fisher, and her translations crafted a vernacular piety that could supplant
Lollard sentiments.26 Besides translating the fourth book of Thomas á
Kempis’s Imitatio Christi from French into English, she commissioned
William Atkinson to translate the first three books. This translation
brought the devotio moderna (modern devotion) to an English lay audience, while Beaufort’s contribution, which focused on the Eucharist,
subtly advanced new ideas such as frequent communion. Beaufort’s Mirroure of Golde for the Synfull Soule encouraged readers to prepare for
penance by examining their sinfulness. Beaufort thus established a powerful model of the religious authority available to royal women through
translation. In the 1520s, Margaret Pole, then Mary’s governess, offered
English readers another example of aristocratic women’s interest in
vernacular translation by commissioning Gentian Hervet’s translation
of Erasmus’s De immensa dei misericordia. The title page noted that
Hervet had completed the work at Pole’s “request,” and Hervet’s dedicatory preface to Pole suggested her interest in popularizing the work: “I
thought it shuld be a good dede / if for your ladysships pleasure it were
printed & spred abrode.”27 Pole’s son Reginald was one of Erasmus’s
correspondents, and Hervet’s translation was part of Thomas Berthelet’s
1526 slate of Erasmian publications, possibly indicating that Margaret
Pole, like Margaret Roper, hoped to defend Erasmus’s reputation. Similarly, Catherine of Aragon asked Thomas Wyatt to translate Petrarch’s
De remediis utriusque fortunae, a series of dialogues with Stoic underpinnings. Wyatt instead translated Plutarch’s Quyete of Mynde, which
similarly offered counsel for those experiencing crises. The publication
of this translation under Catherine’s aegis in 1528 had political implications given the fact that Henry had initiated divorce proceedings the year
before. By the late 1520s, then, women associated with Mary had established the potential effectiveness of translation into English as a means of
advancing pious views with a political charge. Mary herself participated
in this tradition by becoming the first royal woman to employ humanist principles of translation to turn a text from Latin into English. Her
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1527 manuscript translation of a prayer by Thomas Aquinas (“Concede mihi”) achieved limited circulation among religious conservatives
and may have held political connotations through its demonstration of a
humanist education befitting a princess.28
The vitality of this tradition during the last decade of Henry’s reign is
evident in Katherine Parr’s use of translation to support religious reform.
Perhaps the clearest evidence of this shift in priorities is Katherine’s
reworking of Thomas à Kempis’s Imitatio—based on a 1531 translation rather than Beaufort’s 1504 version—to create a subtly reformist
text: Prayers or Medytacions (1545).29 A year earlier, Katherine had
translated John Fisher’s Psalmes or Prayers Taken Out of Holye Scripture from Latin into English. Published anonymously, this work offered
readers a chance to interact with biblical texts, including complete versions of Psalms 22 and 100, despite governmental prohibitions on Bible
reading. As a result, Katherine’s translation aided Cranmer’s attempts
to advance vernacular piety with the English litany of 1544.30 In 1545,
Katherine made arrangements for the English translation of five books of
Erasmus’s Latin Paraphrases on the New Testament, assigning books to
several well-established scholars: Nicholas Udall (“Luke”) and Thomas
Key (“Mark”). By asking Mary to translate “John,” Katherine acknowledged her long-standing friendship with her stepdaughter and, as Aysha
Pollnitz has noted, Mary’s restored favor at court.31 Like Katherine’s
translation of Fisher’s Psalmes, the English Paraphrases could provide a
mediated way for the laity to interact with the Bible and thus encourage
greater familiarity with biblical texts. While Katherine’s intentions were
firmly reformist, this undertaking fit easily within Mary’s conservative
framework. Vives had recommended Erasmus’s Paraphrases to Mary as
being “useful to piety,” and Henry Parker, Lord Morley, had dedicated
a translation of Erasmus to Mary.32 Catherine of Aragon had probably
sent Erasmus’s edition of Jerome to Mary, and she commissioned Erasmus to write the Christiani matrimonii institutio (1526). By agreeing to
translate Erasmus’s Paraphrase on John, Mary pleased Katherine Parr
and honored her mother’s learned devotion, simultaneously acknowledging her dependent position at court as well as maintaining her identity
as Catherine of Aragon’s daughter. More important, Mary took part in a
tradition sanctioned by other aristocratic women in which translation of
religious works into the vernacular was an acceptable means of shaping
popular devotion.
As the Edwardian Reformation entered its initial phases, the government
co-opted Mary Tudor’s partial translation of Erasmus’s “Paraphrase . . .
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upon the Gospell of Sainct John” to suggest her support for Edward’s
policies.33 In July 1547, Somerset and Cranmer issued Injunctions that
advanced a cautious program of reform, including banning liturgical
processions. While Henry VIII had curtailed Bible reading in 1543, the
Injunctions encouraged literate men and women to read and interpret
the English Bible with the aid of Erasmus’s English Paraphrases: “Thei
[priests] shal provide, within three monethes, nexte after this visitacion, one boke of the whole Bible, of the largest volume in English: And
within one twelfemonethes, next after the saied visitacion, the Paraphrasis of Erasmus also in englishe upon the Gospelles, & the same sette
up in some convenient place, within the sayed Churche, that they have
cure of, whereas their parishioners may most commodiously, resorte
unto the same, & reade the same.” Another injunction explicitly orders
uneducated priests to use the Bible and Paraphrases, whether in Latin
or English, in tandem: “Every Person, Vicar, Curate, Chauntry preeste
and stipendarye, beyng under the degree of bachelar of Divinitie, shall
provyde, and have of his awne, within three monethes after this visitacion, the New Testament, both in Latyn and in Englysh, with Paraphrasis
upon the same of Erasmus, and diligently studye the same, conferringe
the one with the other.”34 Taken together, these requirements suggest the
regime’s interest in familiarizing both its citizens and its priests with a
standardized approach to biblical interpretation. The reformist implications of this focus on Bible reading are made clear in the first sermon of
Cranmer’s Homilies, which the Injunctions required nonlecturing clergy
to read aloud in church: “Let us diligently searche for the welle of life,
in the bokes of the new and old Testament, and not ronne to the stinkyng podelles of mennes tradicions, devised by mannes imaginacion, for
our justificacion and salvacion.”35 Bible reading, then, was one means of
exerting influence on an English populace that was not fully prepared to
accept reformation. Cranmer himself certainly viewed the Paraphrases as
a significant instrument in ensuring religious conformity, as his August
1548 instructions for the visitation of parishes in Canterbury ordered
visitors to check whether parishes and priests had purchased and displayed the Paraphrases.36 The English Paraphrases—including Mary’s
portion—were thus vital to the Edwardian Reformation.
To stoke popular support for reform, the Paraphrases and several other publications presented the royal family as a credible model
of reformed piety. Edward Whitchurch, a longtime collaborator with
Edward’s official printer Richard Grafton, had taken on a quasi-official
role by publishing the Homilies (twice in 1547) and Paraphrases (1548,
1551).37 On November 5, 1547, Whitchurch printed his second edition
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of the Homilies even as he saw to press the first edition of Katherine
Parr’s The Lamentacion of a Sinner. William Cecil, master of requests
for Somerset, contributed a preface that stressed Katherine’s official
position as a dowager queen as well as her desire to “remov[e] supersticion, wherwith she was smothered, to enbrace trew Religion, wherwith
she may revive.”38 Just a day later, Thomas Berthelet, who had been
printer to Henry VIII, reissued Parr’s Prayers or Medytacions. Even if
Katherine’s reputation was weakened after Henry’s death and her swift
marriage to Thomas Seymour, these publications could serve as a quasiofficial endorsement of the government’s religious policies.39 Meanwhile,
Stephen Gardiner, bishop of Winchester, complained to Somerset that
the Injunctions implied that Edward approved of the Paraphrases: “To
have such books recommended to the realme in the Kinges name by your
Graces direction, me semeth verye weighty, and your Grace not to have
bene well handled in it. All the world knoweth the Kinges Highnes him
selfe knew not these bookes, and therfore nothing can be ascribed unto
hym.”40
Within this context, Mary Tudor’s partial translation of the “Paraphrase . . . upon the Gospell of Sainct John” might appear to provide yet
another sign of the royal family’s support for religious reform. Katherine
wrote Mary in September 1545 or 1547 with a request that the translation might be attributed to her in print:
Signify whether you wish it to go out most happily into the light
under your name, or whether rather by an unknown author. To
which work really, in my opinion, you will be seen to do an injury, if
you refuse the book to be transmitted to posterity on the authority
of your name: for the most accurate translating of which you have
undertaken so many labors for the highest good of the commonwealth; and more than these (as is well enough known) you would
have undertaken, if the health of your body had permitted. Since no
one does not know the amount of sweat that you have laboriously
put into this work, I do not see why you should reject the praise
that all confer on you deservedly.41

Katherine shrewdly notes the value that “the authority” of Mary’s
“name” will impart to the translation as well as the work’s application to
current religious policy (“for the highest good of the commonwealth”).
Even if Mary were to publish the work anonymously, Katherine asserts
that her involvement is well enough known to associate the translation
with the princess and, implicitly, with governmental reform (“no one
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does not know the amount of sweat that you have laboriously put into
this work”). Despite Mary’s commitment to Catholicism, her connection
to the Paraphrases could be viewed as evidence of her support for the
Edwardian Reformation.
Erasmus’s contested reception within England only heightened the
chance that Mary’s participation in the Paraphrases might be read as an
endorsement of governmental policies. Pollnitz has convincingly argued
that Mary’s initial interest in translating Erasmus should be understood
in light of Erasmus’s conservative reputation during the late Henrician
era.42 Yet as the previous chapter noted, Erasmus had a twofold legacy
as an instigator of religious reform and a champion of Roman Catholicism. By the 1540s, exiled reformers were taking advantage of Erasmus’s
double reputation to advance Protestant sentiments and debate Catholic
theology. George Joye included Erasmus in a list of antipapist reformers such as Wycliffe and Luther, while John Bale linked Erasmus with
Protestant theologians including Luther, Zwingli, Melanchthon, and
Bullinger.43 Meanwhile, tracts attacking Gardiner cited Erasmus’s Paraphrases in support of Protestant practices and theology.44 Reformist
interest in Erasmus may explain Gardiner’s strenuous objections to the
1547 Injunctions. In a letter to Somerset from October 1547, Gardiner
claimed that the Paraphrases could subvert the realm’s civil and ecclesiastical hierarchies: Erasmus “wrote [the Paraphrases] above 26 yeres a goo,
when his penne was wanton, as the matter is so handled, as being abrode
in this realme, were able to minister occasion to evell men to subverte,
with religion, the policie and order of the realme.”45 Other religious conservatives may have shared Gardiner’s views; while John Craig has found
that at least 162 parishes complied with the Injunctions, some apparently did not.46 Certainly Nicholas Udall, the editor of the Paraphrases,
felt a need to defend biblical study from criticism in a dedicatory preface
to Katherine Parr: “The Romish Pharisaicall sort . . . stiere and provoke
the indignacion of Princes and Magistrates against the publishing, or
againste the true preachers and teachers therof . . . by allegeyng that it
wyll moove sedicion and teache errour.”47 Udall’s defense of the Bible,
and by extension the Paraphrases, suggests that official endorsement of
this controversial work was inherently polemical.
Indeed, the English Paraphrases became one of the most important
signs of the royal family’s approval of religious reform thanks to the
requirement that every church own this volume. Whitchurch and Grafton
printed between twenty thousand and thirty thousand copies of the Paraphrases, an expensive folio work comprising over a thousand pages.48
The volume’s sheer physical size suggested its significance, which was
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reiterated by a title page that featured Edward VI’s coat of arms at the
top of the page and Katherine Parr’s arms at the bottom (see figure 4).49
Nicholas Udall’s dedicatory preface of the work to Edward offers further
evidence of the king’s support for reform by associating ongoing religious
changes with Henry VIII’s reformation of the English church: “I truste
that almightie god . . . wil by his especial grace illumine your herte to
procede in the way of trueth which your father hath opened unto you, &
will geve you grace althynges to perfeicte which your father moste godly
beganne to your handes.”50 Significantly, Udall cites the Injunctions as
evidence of Edward’s interest in religious reform, likening the young king
to the biblical reformer Josiah: “it now evidently appereth your Majestee
to bee the faithfull Josias, in whose tyme the booke of the law is found
out in the house of the Lorde, & by your moste godly injunccions reade
in the hearyng of all your people” (“DPE,” 6v). Yet while Henry was
deeply involved in his religious policies, it was not Edward—but rather
his counselors, especially Cranmer—who had composed the Injunctions.
The Paraphrases, as Gardiner had predicted, were presented in Edward’s
name, but the religious program they fulfilled was not necessarily of his
own devising.
Udall also establishes Edward’s commitment to religious reform by
associating translation of religious texts with improving the Commonwealth. Asserting that vernacular religious texts are an important means
of spreading reform, Udall claims that printed devotional texts can reinforce both official religion and the state itself:
Muche more good, and a muche greater benefite to a common weale
dooeth suche an one, as translateth or composeth any fruictefull
booke or traictise, whych by goyng abrode thoroughout a whole
Royalme maie profite al pastours, curates, studentes, & all people
universally: then any man is hable to do by preachyng, teachyng,
or geving instruccions to one company alone, or in one place or
countrey and no mo, though he should never so rightely, never so
diligently, or never so cunnyngly dooe the same. Now besides that
suche a translatour travayleth not to hys own private commoditie,
but to the behouf and publique use of his countreye. (“DPE,” 11v)

Print is powerful by virtue of its ability to be disseminated throughout
the land (“going abrode”), which allows published books to exert influence more consistently and widely than a preacher who works “in one
place.” Furthermore, print can assist with the government’s current program of educating both unlearned priests (“pastours, curates”) and the

Figure 4. Title page of The First Tome or Volume of the Paraphrase of Erasmus
upon the Newe Testament (1548), which includes Mary Tudor’s translation of
Desiderius Erasmus. Reproduced by permission of The Huntington Library,
San Marino, California.
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laity (“studentes, & al people universally”). Within the context of the
Edwardian Reformation, the translator—who can convey foreign Protestant doctrines into English—takes on a public function as a promoter of
governmental policy. The English Paraphrases offer a concrete example
of this paradigm since Udall casts Erasmus as an antipapist reformer:
“The trashe & bagguage stuf that through papisticall tradicions had
found a waye to crepe in, this man hath sifted out from the right doctrine” (“DPE,” 10r).51 Nevertheless, Udall declares that Edward and
Katherine Parr have played a more important role in the English Paraphrases than Erasmus himself: “For Erasmus facte dyd helpe onely suche
as are seen in latin: the Quenes goodnesse extendeth to the helpe of the
unlearned also whiche have more nede of helpyng foreward: and your
Majestees benefite it is, that maketh so precious a treasour common to as
many as may take profite or fruict therby” (“DPE,” 11r). Portraying the
royal family as authoritative sources on religious issues, Udall suggests
that the source text and original author are less important than its current endorsers.
Similarly, Udall invokes commonwealth ideology to frame Mary’s
translation of the “Paraphrase . . . upon the Gospell of Sainct John” as
an important contribution to current religious policy. Alluding to Mary’s
public role as Henry’s daughter, Udall suggests that her translation is evidence of a praiseworthy desire to serve the state and, by extension, the
Edwardian Reformation: “What coulde be a more manifeste argumente
of myndyng the publique benefite of her countrey, what coulde bee a
more evident profe of her will and desyre to dooe good to her fathers
moste dere beloved subjectes, what could be a more plaine declaracion of her most constaunt purpose to promote Goddes worde, and the
free grace of his gospell? then so effectually to prosecute the weorke of
translatyng whiche she had begoonne.”52 Here Udall presents Mary’s
unfinished translation as a means of advancing the “good . . . [of] her
fathers moste dere beloved subjectes,” deceptively claiming that Mary,
like Edward, follows her father’s reformist interest in “promot[ing] Goddes worde, and the free grace of his gospell.” Udall also mentions Mary’s
rank to authorize her translation and by extension the Paraphrases as a
model of learned devotion:
To what learned man maye not the sedulitee of suche a noble princesse bee a spurre and provocacion to employe the talente of his
learnyng and knowlage to the publique use and commoditee of
his countrey? . . . To what persones (be they never so ignoraunt or
unlearned) maie not this moost earnest zele of a princesse of suche
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highe estate, bee an effectuall provocacion and encouragyng to
have good mynde and wyll to reade, heare, and enbrace this devout
and catholyke Paraphrase so plainly and sensibly translated, and
so graciously by her offred, and (as ye would saie) put in all folkes
handes to be made familiar unto them? (“DP,” Para, 2v)

As a “princesse of . . . highe estate,” Mary may appear to translate on
behalf of “the publique use and commoditee of [her] countrey” and to
“offre” the work to readers. In turn, her participation in the Paraphrases
encourages the country “to reade, heare, and enbrace” the Paraphrases
and legitimizes the Injunctions’ requirement that this work be disseminated throughout England (“put in all folkes handes”). Yet as Katherine
Parr’s letter to Mary indicates, the work had a private origin as a favor to
Katherine. While Udall’s account is based on truths—Mary was Henry’s
daughter, Mary did begin a translation of Erasmus’s “Paraphrase”—
Udall misrepresents these facts to associate Mary with a reformist
position at odds with her own views.
It is tempting to speculate that Mary did not finish her translation of
Erasmus precisely because of its possible connection to religious reform.
Udall notes that Francis Mallet, who had been Katherine Parr’s chaplain,
completed the translation:
Whan she had with over peynfull studie and labour of wryting,
cast her weake body in a grievous and long syckenesse, yet to the
intent that the diligent Englishe people shoulde not bee defrauded
of the benefite entended and ment unto them: she committed the
same weorke to Maister Frauncisce Malet doctour in the facultee of
divinitee with all celeritee and expedicion to be finished and made
complete. That in case the kynges majesties moste royall commaundemente by his moste godly injunccions expressed, declared,
and published, (that the sayed Paraphrases shoulde within certain monethes bee sette foorthe to the Curates and people of this
Realme of Englande) hadde not so prevented her grace, but that she
might eftsones have put her fyle to the poolishing thereof. (“DP,”
Para, 2r–2v)

Udall clearly refers to the Injunctions’ stipulation that both unlearned
priests (“Curates”) and commoners must own the Paraphrases within a
year, suggesting that Mary halted work in the months before the text’s
anticipated publication.53 While most scholars have taken this illness literally, some have speculated that Mary feigned sickness as a means of
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distancing herself from the project, and Mary’s strategic use of her health
to negotiate other situations threatening her faith lends credence to this
idea.54 In 1549, Mary pleaded poor health to argue that she should be
allowed to hold Mass, and a year later she pretended to be ill so that she
could hear Mass on Christmas.55 She probably paid careful attention to
the Injunctions and likely would have recognized their reformist tenor.
In fact, Mary apparently wrote Somerset that summer to complain about
possible changes to the Henrician church.56 Yet even if Mary disagreed
with the agenda of the English Paraphrases, she steered a middle course
by allowing the work to carry her name.
This tacit endorsement of the translation may reflect its religious
conservatism, which fits uneasily within the agendas of the Injunctions
and Udall’s prefatory remarks. It is impossible to know just how much
Mary or Mallett contributed to the finished translation, so the following discussion will refer to the translators jointly in recognition of their
collaboration. The translation accurately conveys the sense of Erasmus’s
original, yet the translators show skill in using doublets to reinforce
the work’s main points.57 For example, Erasmus’s dedicatory preface to
Ferdinand admits that paraphrasing the gospels is problematic because
this activity cannot preserve Christ’s concise speech: “it is the office of
a Paraphrase to expresse that thing that is brefely spoken, and in fewe
words couched [strictius . . . dictum].”58 This moment is typical of Mary
and Mallett’s use of doublets, in this case to highlight Erasmus’s emphasis
on brevity. As the translators somewhat ironically expand Erasmus’s reference to terseness (“strictius dictum”; briefly spoken) with the doublet
“brefely spoken, and in fewe wordes couched,” they show an awareness
that translation, like paraphrase, is a secondary discourse with interpretive potential. In a less neutral moment, the translators expand Erasmus’s
praise of Charles V, Ferdinand’s older brother and Mary’s cousin. After
Henry’s divorce from Catherine of Aragon, Mary had turned to Charles
as a protector, which may explain why her translation dwells on his
virtues.59 In comparison with emperors throughout the previous eight
hundred years, Charles is “the moste vertuous [optimus], if we consider
besides his other very imperiall qualities, his fervent affeccion and zeale
[studium] towardes religion and godlynes” (PE, 6; “SJ,” 3v–4r). By translating “optimus” (best) as “moste vertuous” and rendering “studium”
(zeal) as “affeccion and zeale,” the translators emphasized Charles’s piety
and in turn offered coded support for his devotion to Roman Catholicism. Throughout the translation, Mary and Mallett similarly exercise
their interpretive prerogative to exhibit conservative religious views that
clash with Udall’s prefatory framework.
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By its very nature, Erasmus’s Paraphrases had a complicated relationship with religious reform, and the translators often alter the text
to reassert Roman Catholic orthodoxy. For example, Mary and Mallett
emphasize traditional devotion to the Virgin Mary throughout the “Paraphrase.” The translators render Erasmus’s statement that Christ was born
“ex homine” (of man; PE, 4) with the phrase “of the virgin Marie” (“SJ,”
3r), insisting on Mary’s part in Jesus’s birth. Some religious conservatives
had complained that Erasmus’s commentary on the wedding at Cana
(John 2:1–10) undercut Mary’s authority.60 Mary and Mallett soften
Christ’s rejection of his mother’s power after Mary mentions the lack of
wine at the wedding: “Not utterly denying [abnegans] hys mother, but
declaring that she had litle to doe with the busines he went about, he
aunswereth her: woman what have I to doe with the[e]” (PE, 66; “SJ,”
21v). By translating “non abnegans” (not denying) as “not utterly denying,” Mary and Mallett suggest that Mary still possesses some authority
despite Christ’s rejection. The translators continue to allow Mary slightly
more power than she has in their source by highlighting her facilitation
of the miraculous transformation of water into wine: “the godly pitifull
[pia] carefulnes of his mother, did procure that, lest the servauntes lacke
of belefe, or their unready service, should be a let wherby that whiche
lacked at the feast should not be amended. But how and what time the
thing should be dooen, she holding her peace [tacita] leaveth it secretly
[added] to hir sonnes wil and appointment [arbitrium]” (PE, 66; “SJ,”
21v). Mary and Mallett use doublets for “pia” (holy) and “arbitrium”
(decision) to underscore Mary’s conformity to Christ’s will, yet they also
give her a covert agency by adding “secretly” and by paraphrastically
translating “tacita” (silent) as “holding her peace.” The translation thus
subtly reflects Roman Catholic views on Mary’s elevated rank and intercessory power.
Mary and Mallett also emphasize elements of Erasmus’s text that
contradict the ecclesiastical structure of both the Henrician and Edwardian churches. Udall’s dedicatory preface of the volume to Edward had
justified Henry’s split with Rome by condemning the pope’s usurped
authority: “The Romishe Nabugodonozor had by wrestyng and pervertyng the holy scriptures of God to the establishyng and maintenaunce of
his usurped supremitie clymed so high: that he . . . moste blasphemously
exalted hymselfe above all that is called God” (“DPE,” 3r). The translators, however, offer oblique support for the pope’s primacy in their
portrayal of Peter as Christ’s lieutenant on earth, supporting Mary’s later
statements that she had concealed her personal support for papal authority during Henry’s reign.61 When Christ admonishes Peter for slicing off
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the soldier’s ear in the garden of Gethsemane (John 18:11), he seems to
allude to Peter’s role as the first pope: “If thou wilt succede me [added]
as my vicar [vices], thou must fight with no other swerd than of Gods
woorde” (PE, 351; “SJ,” 108v). The translation of “vices” (place) as
“vicar” may have been suggested by the similarity of the two words, yet
the term “God’s vicar” traditionally referred to Peter and later popes.62
The addition of “me” further suggests that Peter took Christ’s place
as the leader of the earthly church, the basis for later Roman Catholic
claims of papal supremacy. A similar moment occurs later in this chapter,
when Erasmus describes Peter as one who “should be a speciall minister
[princeps] under Christ [added] of the holy [totius] churche” (PE, 357;
“SJ,” 110v). A literal translation of “ecclesiae princeps” (prince of the
church) would have had dangerous implications under both Edward and
Henry, and the translators understandably skirt Erasmus’s insinuation
that Peter was the first pope. Yet “speciall” suggests Peter’s distinctive
position, and the interpolation of “under Christ” implies the lieutenancy
suggested by the earlier translation of “vices” as “vicar.” Furthermore,
rendering “holy” for “totius” (whole) avoids Erasmus’s overt reference
to Peter’s universal authority even as it evokes a “holy churche” distinguishable from other churches through its allegiance to Peter.
The translators further enhanced the text’s conservative tone by opting for traditional terms that had already occasioned debate within the
sphere of English biblical translation. For example, Mary and Mallett
consistently render the word “poenitentia” as “penance” rather than the
reformist translation of “repentance.” Thomas More had objected to
William Tyndale’s translation of the Bible in part because his substitution
of new words for traditional terms—including “repentance” for “penance”—might encourage heresy. Although “penance” could serve as a
synonym for “repentance,” Tyndale argued that this term could be viewed
as supporting Roman Catholic doctrine: “By this word penanuce / they
make the people understonde holy dedes of their enjoynynge / with which
they must make satisfaccion unto godwarde for their synnes, when all
the scripture preacheth that Christ hath made full satisfaccyon for oure
synnes.”63 The potential for this doctrinal use of “penance” is evident
within Mary and Mallett’s translation of Erasmus’s commentary on
Christ’s judgment of the adulterous woman (John 8:3–11). Erasmus
interpreted Christ’s interaction with the woman as a model for priests,
and Mary and Mallett make a number of changes to this scene that suggest Christ serves as the woman’s confessor: “With silence he succoureth
her, that was pulled & hurried to pain [rapiebatur], to preserve her unto
penaunce [poenitentiam]: and that she mighte with due repentaunce
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bee better advised, and converte to healthe and salvacion [resipisciet ad
salutem]” (PE, 187; “SJ,” 59r). The translators emphasize the woman’s
distress by rendering “rapiebatur” (she was seized) as “pulled & hurried
to pain,” setting the stage for her transformation through penance. In
turn, their translation of “resipisciet” (repent) as “she mighte with due
repentaunce bee better advised, and converte” emphasizes Christ’s role as
a counselor who spurs the woman’s regeneration, a result that is stressed
by their doublet for “salutem” (salvation), “healthe and salvacion.” Mary
and Mallett further suggest the penitential nature of this moment in their
rendering of the woman’s final conversation with Christ: “Because she
did not denye, but confessed [non inficiata est] the thynge that she had
committed, she wente awaye justifyed” (PE, 190; “SJ,” 59v). Here the
translators add the idea of confession through their doublet for “inficiatur” (she did not deny), transforming Christ into a protoconfessor who
ensures the woman’s salvation (“she wente awaye justifyed”). The biblical authorization of auricular confession had been under debate since
the 1530s, and the Six Articles (1539) characterized confession as essential but not required by God’s law.64 Through their use of traditional
terms, Mary and Mallett provided a biblical precedent for this embattled
practice. In fact, their preference for “penance” subtly contradicted the
biblical passages inserted by Udall throughout the Paraphrases, as the
Great Bible had followed Tyndale’s use of “repentance.”
Finally, the translators align Erasmus’s text with Roman Catholic doctrine on the Mass, a traditional element that Mary particularly cherished.
Mary would lobby unceasingly for the ability to attend Latin Mass after
the introduction of English services in 1549, and restoration of the Mass
would become central to her reign.65 As her chaplain, Mallett abetted
Mary’s resistance to Edwardian policy by conducting Masses for her
and her household; he was imprisoned in 1551 for performing Mass
while Mary was absent.66 This devotion to Roman Catholic ceremonies contrasts sharply with Udall’s dedicatory preface of the Paraphrases
to Edward, which claimed that the pope had “infected the clere fountaine of Goddes woorde with the suddes of humaine tradicions, and the
dregges of vaine ceremonies” (“DPE,” 3r). The central ceremony within
Roman Catholicism was the Mass, and Gardiner had complained to
Somerset about Erasmus’s description of this sacrament as a symbol: “If
the Paraphrasis goo abrode, people shalbe lerned to call the Sacrament
of the Aultar holibred and a symbole; at whiche newe name manye will
marvayle.”67 Alert to these implications, the translators carefully rewrite
Erasmus’s commentary on Christ’s pronouncement that his body would
become bread (John 6:52–58): “I shall leave unto you my fleshe and
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blood as a hid secret mystery, and mistical token [mysticum symbolum]
of this copulacion and felowship [societatis]: which selfe thing although
ye do receive it yet will it not profit you unles ye receyve it spiritually”
(PE, 156; “SJ,” 49r). Mary and Mallett eliminate the idea that the Eucharist is a “symbolum” (symbol), instead focusing on the sacred mystery of
the Mass (“hid secret mystery and mistical token”). With a second doublet rendering “societatis” (fellowship), the translators heighten the idea
that Mass is a transformative experience allowing the communicant to
experience God: “copulacion and felowship.” When Erasmus describes
the Eucharist as a symbol in his paraphrase of John 13, the translators
similarly avoid using the English cognate “symbol”: “after that laste and
misticall supper was prepared, in the whiche the holy memoriall [symbolo] of his body and bloude beeing geven, he leafte unto us [added] by
waye of covenaunte a continuall remembraunce of himselfe” (PE, 280;
“SJ,” 87r). The term “memoriall” evokes the commemorative purpose of
Mass, and the translators emphasize the necessity of this ceremony as
a performance of God’s “covenaunte” with humankind by adding the
phrase “unto us.” Mary and Mallett thus present the Mass as a sacred
rite that infinitely replicates Christ’s sacrifice. Such views were decidedly
conservative in 1548, as a surge of publications attacking the Mass preceded the 1549 establishment of the Book of Common Prayer.68
The conservative nature of the translation helps explain why Mary
did not ban the English Paraphrases after her accession.69 For the most
part, Mary and Mallett seem to have found Erasmus’s doctrine unobjectionable, and their translation subtly transmitted a devotion to Roman
Catholicism—including the papacy, traditional ceremonies, and the
Mass—that would become central to Mary’s attempts to restore English Catholicism. Udall may have attempted to inscribe Mary and her
translation within the framework of the Edwardian Reformation, but
the translation resisted Udall’s characterization through conservative
language and small departures from Erasmus’s text. Perhaps that is why
Mary allowed the published translation to bear her name: despite Udall’s
prefatory statements, an alert reader might find much to support Roman
Catholic practice within the work itself. Ironically, then, the Edwardian
regime’s attempt to regulate biblical interpretation included a translation
that might have directed English men and women toward conservative
religious beliefs rather than away from them. When Elizabeth reissued
the injunction requiring all English churches to own the English Paraphrases, she ensured that Mary’s translation would continue to offer
justification for Catholic doctrine under the auspices of yet another Protestant government.
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Nobility’s Godly Fruit: Elizabeth Tudor, John
Bale, and Religious Reform Under Edward
During the final years of Henry VIII’s reign, Elizabeth Tudor enthusiastically translated works that simultaneously shaped her reputation for
learning and reflected an interest in moderate religious reform. In doing
so, she followed the example of Katherine Parr, who—as previously
discussed—used translation to spread reformist sentiments. Yet Katherine was not the only influence on Elizabeth’s early translations, as the
royal tutors translated religious works to gain patronage. Mary may also
have provided a model for Elizabeth through her translation of Aquinas, which had a limited circulation within courtly circles. Like Mary’s
Aquinas, Elizabeth’s translations displayed her knowledge of foreign
languages, yet Elizabeth’s productions were more sustained demonstrations of learning than Aquinas’s short prayer. By translating at least four
works that had discreetly reformist agendas, Elizabeth sought to gain
approval from her father and stepmother. Indeed, both her source texts
and her translation strategies were carefully chosen—either by Elizabeth
or someone else—to appeal to Henry and Katherine’s particular interests.
Elizabeth thus adapted familial and pedagogical models for the purpose
of situating herself within a larger community that was both aristocratic
and moderately reformist.
Elizabeth’s early translations reflect her rarefied education in Latin,
Greek, French, and Italian according to humanist principles. Before 1544,
Elizabeth was tutored by Katherine Astley, but after that point her education was handed over to humanist tutors with ties to John Cheke, first
Regius Professor of Greek at Cambridge and tutor of Edward VI. William Grindal and later Roger Ascham, both Cheke’s students, instructed
Elizabeth in Latin and Greek, while Jean Belmaine oversaw French lessons for Elizabeth and Edward.70 Translation was probably an important
component of the royal tutors’ pedagogy. Following Belmaine’s instructions, Edward translated biblical sentences on idolatry and justification
by faith from English into French.71 Cheke, meanwhile, relied on double
translation—the translation of a text from one language into another
and then back again—to teach classical languages. Since Elizabeth and
Edward likely shared some schooling during their earliest years, Elizabeth
may have learned this practice from Cheke himself.72 Grindal probably used this method with Elizabeth, and Ascham glowingly reported
his own success in teaching Elizabeth Latin and Greek through double
translation: “Queene Elizabeth . . . by this double translating of Demosthenes and Isocrates dailie without missing everie forenone, and likewise
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som part of Tullie every afternone, for the space of a yeare or two, hath
atteyned to soch a perfite understanding in both the tonges . . . as they
be fewe in nomber in both the universities, or els where in England, that
be, in both tonges, comparable with her Majestie.”73 Ascham may give
himself too much credit for Elizabeth’s skills, but his remarks suggest
that translation played an important role in her education.74 In keeping
with contemporary educational goals for women, Elizabeth’s curriculum
also featured an emphasis on piety, particularly along the reformed lines
endorsed by her tutors. Ascham, for example, approvingly mentioned to
Johann Sturm in 1550 that Elizabeth read Cyprian and Melanchthon.75
Given this context, the reformist cast of Elizabeth’s juvenile translations
is unsurprising.
The royal tutors clearly recognized the practical applications of learning foreign languages, as they composed a number of translations that
sought patronage by displaying their humanist and even reformist credentials. These men largely chose to translate the church fathers, who
were viewed by reformers as witnesses to the primitive Christian church’s
structure and practices. During Henry’s reign, Cheke presented Henry
with a manuscript translation of Maximus from Greek to Latin and dedicated to the king two published books containing Latin translations of
Greek sermons by Chrysostom: two sermons in 1543 and a further six
on providence in 1545. Elizabeth’s tutors also showed an understanding
of translation’s ability to display their learning and religious views. In
1543, Ascham presented John Seton with a Latin translation of Oecumenius’s anthology of passages by Eastern church fathers on Philemon.
That same year, he gave a Latin translation of Oecumenius’s collection
on Titus to Edward Lee, archbishop of York, inadvertently offending Lee
because the work discussed clerical marriage.76 In 1553, Jean Belmaine
presented Edward VI with a French translation of the Book of Common
Prayer, and he later sent Elizabeth his French version of Basil’s “On the
Solitary Life.” Belmaine’s dedicatory preface to the former translation
emphasizes the gift’s religious agenda by praising the Book of Common
Prayer as a means of spreading reform: “Que pleust a dieu que tous ceux
qui font profession de la Religion chrestienne, et en cherchent la verite,
et ceux qui y contredisent (quelque part qu’ilz soient) en eussent chacun
un pareil entre mains, en langage tel que bien entendissent, et y prinssent
goust; car il estouperait la bouche a plusieurs mesdisans, et aux autres
servirait d’une lumiere tresclaire les faisant voir les grans abus” (May it
please God that all those who make profession of Christian religion and
search for its truth, and those who contradict it, wherever they may be,
each one of these may have the same [book] in hand, in such language
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that they may well understand and develop a taste for it; for it will stop
the mouth of many detractors, and to others it will serve as a very bright
light making them see great abuses).77 All of these translators sought
patronage by selecting authoritative source texts that conveyed and legitimated their personal support for religious reform.
Elizabeth similarly used translation as a means of currying favor,
possibly at the instigation of men such as Belmaine and Grindal, by
composing a series of New Year’s gifts for her father and stepmother.
In 1544, Elizabeth gave Katherine Parr an English translation of Marguerite de Navarre’s Le miroir de l’âme pécheresse (1531). A year later,
Elizabeth presented Katherine with another translation as a New Year’s
gift, this time turning the first book of John Calvin’s Institution de la religion chrestienne (1541) from French into English. At the same time, she
gave Henry a trilingual translation of Katherine Parr’s Prayers or Meditations into Latin, French, and Italian. During this period Elizabeth may
have also presented Henry with a translation from Latin into French of
Erasmus’s Dialogus fidei (no longer extant).78 All of these source texts
could be associated with Katherine’s agenda of moderate reform, but
several features differentiate the translations intended for Henry from
those given to Katherine.79 Just as Elizabeth’s tutors translated religious
works into languages other than English for Henry and other patrons,
so Elizabeth demonstrated her scholarly progress through her trilingual
version of Parr and her French rendition of Erasmus. Meanwhile, the
translations given to Katherine gracefully acknowledge the queen’s interest in vernacular translation of religious works. Elizabeth’s dedicatory
preface to the translation of Marguerite may even compliment Katherine
on her recent translation of Fisher by praising “the affectuous wille and
fervent zeale, the wich your highnes hath towardes all godly lerning.”80
Elizabeth’s translations thus negotiated her precarious position at the
late Henrician court, which could be mediated both by her learning and
by her ability to associate herself with authoritative figures such as Marguerite and Erasmus.
As with Mary Tudor’s Erasmus, Elizabeth’s translations gained a new
political value during the Edwardian Reformation. In April 1548 John
Bale published an edition of Elizabeth’s translation of Marguerite de
Navarre that definitively established Elizabeth’s reformist credentials: A
Godly Medytacyon of the Christen Sowle. At this time Bale had no official position within the Edwardian church or government, but he did
have a long history of writing propaganda on behalf of religious reform.
A former Carmelite friar, Bale had composed plays such as King Johan
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to spread support for the royal supremacy during Cromwell’s ascendancy.81 After Cromwell’s fall, Bale went into exile on the Continent,
where he penned tracts attacking bishops (Yet a Course at the Romyshe
Foxe, 1543; The Epistle Exhortatorye, 1544) and translated a selection
of material portraying Martin Luther’s final days as saintly (The True
Hystorie of the Christen Departynge . . . of . . . Martyne Luther, 1546).
Bale was particularly interested in drawing connections between the
past and present to identify a tradition of distinctively English Protestant thought that would justify religious reform.82 Besides documenting
the case of John Oldcastle, a Lollard who could be viewed as protoProtestant, Bale also edited the literary remains of Anne Askew, burned
during Henry’s reign for sacramentarian views that the Eucharist was
memorial in nature (A Brefe Chronycle Concerning . . . the Blessed Martyr of Christ, Sir John Oldecastell, 1544; The First Examinacion of Anne
Askewe, 1546; The Lattre Examinacyon of Anne Askewe, 1547).83 By
1546, English authorities had begun to take action against the spread of
Bale’s publications. That May, the Privy Council ordered the lord mayor
of London to question several individuals “touching certain heretike
bokes of Bale’s making lately broughte in a hoye [boat] of Flaunders.”84
On July 8, 1546, Henry VIII issued a proclamation forbidding anyone to
“receive have take or kepe in his or their possession, any maner of booke
printed or written in the englishe tongue” by Bale and other reformers;
those who already owned these works were instructed to submit their
copies for public burning by October 1.85 On August 4, a Welshman
named John Geffrye was duly arrested “for having oone of Bales bokes,
with erronious wourdes by him uttred apon the same,” and that fall two
dozen of Bale’s books were burned by Bonner at Paul’s Cross.86
Just a few months after that bonfire, the accession of Edward VI and
the initial phases of the Edwardian Reformation completely changed
Bale’s situation. Stephen Gardiner, bishop of Winchester, complained to
Somerset on May 21, 1547, about the popularity of Bale’s True Hystorie
of . . . Martyne Luther as well as his edition of Askew, which portrayed
Gardiner in an unflattering light. Besides characterizing these books as
“very pernicious, sedicious, and slaundrous,” Gardiner asserted that
Askew’s Examinacyons would damage Henry VIII’s posthumous reputation.87 On June 6, Gardiner wrote Somerset again about Askew’s
Examinacyons, disingenuously claiming that he was only continuing a
past practice of alerting governmental authorities to the spread of dangerous books.88 In reality, Bale’s works appear to have been one of the
many flashpoints for religious negotiation between Gardiner and Somerset in the early months of Edward’s reign. Contrary to the Henrician
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precedent, no official condemnation or burning of Bale’s works was
forthcoming, perhaps because these books were compatible with the
regime’s use of print as religious propaganda on behalf of reform.89 By
1548, Bale’s reputation was secure enough that several London printers
reissued works with relevance to the current religious climate. Anthony
Scoloker and William Seres republished the Epistle Exhortatorye and
Bale’s edition of material related to Oldcastle, while Thomas Raynald
reprinted Bale’s Actes of Englyshe Votaryes. Bale himself remained on
the Continent until late July of that year, but he continued his earlier
efforts with new publications, including an edition of a treatise by John
Lambert, another sacramentalist executed by Henry (A Treatyse . . . Concernynge Hys Opynyon in the Sacrament of the Aultre, 1548).90 By the
second year of Edward’s reign, then, Bale’s texts were popular enough to
be profitable, and Bale himself was tacitly recognized as an ally by the
government.
Bale prepared for his return to England by seeking royal patronage through publications that furthered the agendas of the Edwardian
Reformation. In late July, Bale printed a catalog of British authors that
explicitly linked his interest in establishing a proto-Protestant history for
England with the current politics of the Edwardian regime (Illustrium
majoris Britanniae scriptorum, 1548). The title page features a woodcut in which Bale kneels as he presents the work to Edward, who sits
on a throne of state and holds a scepter (see figure 5). As in the case
of the English Paraphrases, Edward’s coat of arms appears on the title
page, suggesting royal approval of Bale’s text. Meanwhile, an onlooker
lifts the curtain to Edward’s right, perhaps representing the larger audience of readers—both English and international—anticipated by Bale’s
later description of the book as “publico scripto” (public writing).91 As
Bale’s dedication of the Illustrium . . . scriptorum to Edward VI reveals,
he was eager to capitalize on Edward’s support for religious reform
to advance his own historical and literary agendas. Bale explains that
he has written this work so that readers might know “per quos nostra
patria ad cognitionem christianae religionis pervenerit, quorum ministerio apud nos defensa ac propagata sit doctrina sacra, quae incrementa,
qui progressus fuerint, quae certamina ac mutationes in ea extiterint”
(by whom our fatherland came to the knowledge of Christian religion,
by whose ministry sacred doctrine was defended and propagated among
us, what increases, what advances there were, what contests and changes
appeared in it).92 Bale’s presentation of the English church as an institution experiencing a constant state of flux implies that recent reforms are
simply another stage in this process of refinement rather than a break

Figure 5. Title page of John Bale’s Illustrium majoris Britanniae scriptorum (1548).
© The British Library Board. All Rights Reserved, 15 November 2012. 125.k.11.
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with tradition. Bale praises Edward’s involvement in this process by
mentioning his repudiation of Catholicism: “cum potentissima Re[gia]
Ma[jestas] t[ua] re ipsa ostendat, se veram Dei agnitionem & invocationem, omnibus humanis rebus anteferre, ecclesiam Christi & doctrinam
coelestem amare, cuius curam & propugnationem, adversus antiqui serpentis in regno papistico tyrannidem, vere regio animo suscepit” (since
your most powerful Royal Majesty in reality shows that you place the
true acknowledgment and invocation of God above all human things,
that you love the church of Christ and heavenly doctrine, whose care
and defense against the tyranny of the old serpent in the papist kingdom, your majesty has truly undertaken with a royal mind).93 Besides
employing the typical abuse of Catholicism found in Protestant propaganda, Bale notes that Edward rejects Catholic customs for religious
practices based on the Bible. In Bale’s view, the works of earlier English
writers offer crucial support for religious change: “Multa in nostrae
gentis scriptorum monumentis peti possunt, quae prudenter decerpta,
& usurpata ad ecclesiae Christi aedificationem . . . profutura sunt”
(Many things can be found in the records of the writers of our race,
which wisely plucked and taken will be of use for the building of Christ’s
church).94 The Illustrium . . . scriptorum thus associates Bale’s literary
and religious agendas with Edward and the reforms carried out in his
name.
A few months before publishing the Illustrium . . . scriptorum, Bale
had already co-opted the royal family’s association with religious reform
by editing Elizabeth’s translation of Marguerite de Navarre. Bale’s access
to this text suggests that he may have been in contact with those around
Katherine Parr or even Katherine herself, especially as Bale claimed to
possess a holograph copy of the manuscript: “She wrote first with her
owne hande, moch more finely than I coulde with anye prentynge letter.”95 He had probably attracted the attention of Katherine and her
circle through the publication of Anne Askew’s Examinacyons.96 Askew’s
account indicates that Henrician authorities suspected she could supply incriminating evidence regarding the religious beliefs of Katherine’s
ladies-in-waiting and presumably Katherine herself: “They asked me of
my Lady Suffolke [Catherine Brandon], my Lady of Sussex [Anne Radcliffe], my Lady of Hertford [Anne Stanhope], my Lady [Joan] Denny,
and my Lady Fitzwilliams [Jane Ormond]. . . . Sayd they unto me, that
the kyng was informed that I could name if I would, a great number
of my sect.”97 Janel Mueller has recently noted that the title pages for
both the Examinacyons and Parr’s Lamentacion employ similar phrasing
(both were published “at the instant desire” of friends), indicating that
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Katherine was aware of Bale’s work as an editor and shared his interest
in popularizing vernacular texts that advanced English Protestantism.98
Bale’s edition of Elizabeth’s translation may thus have been part of a
second push within Katherine’s circle to provide the public with formative models of royal women’s reformist sentiments, especially since the
Godly Medytacyon appeared in April 1548, just after Whitchurch reissued Parr’s Lamentacion on March 28. This agenda may explain why
Elizabeth’s translation of Marguerite—an example of two royal women’s
piety—was chosen for publication rather than her rendition of Calvin,
arguably a text with stronger reformist associations.99 Yet Bale’s edition
was at most a quasi-official publication, without the tacit imprimatur of
the Edwardian government. As Udall had done with Mary’s Erasmus,
Bale would offer the text as evidence of the royal family’s endorsement of
Protestantism, but Bale also took this opportunity to advance reformist
tenets that outpaced the government’s cautious reforms. By associating
these ideas with Elizabeth, Bale legitimized his view that the Edwardian
Reformation should take a less moderate path.
Like Udall, Bale established Elizabeth’s credibility as a model of piety
for the nation by dwelling upon her education, rank, and commitment to
the public good. The title page presented Elizabeth as a reformist with a
striking woodcut that implies her personal knowledge of God (see figure 6).
Wearing a crown and holding a book, Elizabeth kneels before the resurrected Christ. The connections between Elizabeth’s learning and divine
knowledge are evident in the juxtaposition of the closed book under her
elbow (possibly the translation itself or the Bible) with Christ’s extended
finger pointing to heaven. Elizabeth’s book is furthermore reminiscent of
the title page to Askew’s Examinacyons, which represented Askew holding the Bible to the consternation of the pope. In this case, however, the
fact that the book is closed suggests that pious reading is a prerequisite
for Elizabeth’s privileged contact with Christ. The woodcut also subtly
rebuts Catholic reliance on intercessors as Christ lifts his robe to reveal
the mark of his crucifixion, presenting Elizabeth as a second Mary Magdalene who learns of Christ’s resurrection firsthand. Finally, as Maureen
Quilligan has argued, the fractured column in the background may suggest that the Roman Catholic Church is in need of repair.100 The title
page authorizes this implicitly Protestant stance by emphasizing the
royal nature of the text. Not only was the work “compyled in frenche
by lady Margarete quene of Naverre,” but it has also been “aptely translated into Englysh by the ryght vertuouse lady Elyzabeth doughter to
our late soverayne Kynge Henri the .viii.” A Latin inscription reiterates
Elizabeth’s royal parentage and associates her rank with her learning

Figure 6. Title page of A Godly Medytacyon of the Christen Sowle (1548), Elizabeth
Tudor’s translation of Marguerite de Navarre. Reproduced by permission of The
Huntington Library, San Marino, California.
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and piety: “Inclita filia, serenissimi olim Anglorum Regis Henrici octavi
Elizabeta, tam Graece quam latine foeliciter in Christo erudita” (Elizabeth, celebrated daughter of the fairest King late of England, Henry
VIII, happily learned in Christ, both in Greek and Latin). The title page
thus establishes Elizabeth as a royal scion whose learned devotion both
embodies and authorizes reform.
Much as Udall had done with the English Paraphrases, Bale invests
Elizabeth’s translation with political meaning by placing it within the
context of the ongoing Edwardian Reformation. Bale opens the dedicatory preface of the work to Elizabeth with a consideration of nobility,
advancing Chrysostom’s definition of nobility as a “famouse renome
obtayned by longe exercysed vertu” (M, 5r) to combat the “monstruouse
or . . . prestygyouse nobylyte” claimed by the Roman Catholic Church
(M, 3r): “The Romysh clergye ymagenynge to exalte themselves above
the lewde layte (as they shame not yet to call the worldly powers) have
geven it [nobility] in a farre other kynde, to mytars, masses, Cardynall
hattes, crosers, cappes, shaven crownes, oyled thombes, syde gownes,
furred amyses, monkes cowles, and fryres lowsy coates, becommynge
therby pontyfycall lordes, spirytuall sirs, and ghostly fathers” (M, 3v).
Bale’s contemptuous disdain for Catholic ceremony (“masses”), hierarchical authority (“pontyfycall lordes, spirytuall sirs, and ghostly
fathers”), and garb (“mytars,” “monkes cowles”) presents the elements
of Roman Catholicism as corrupt impositions upon “the lewde layte.”
Bale also attacks the doctrine of transubstantiation, which allows the
priesthood to elevate itself above God: “A prest maye every day both
byget hym [Christ] and beare hym, where as hys mother Marye begate
hym . . . but ones” (M, 4v). In contrast with this false nobility based on
tradition and exterior trappings, Bale asserts that Edward possesses a
prestige derived from virtue. Just as Josiah had “destroyed . . . carved
ymages” and “restor[ed] agayne the lawes of the lorde” (M, 5v–6r), so
Edward’s reforms hold the promise of reviving English religion: “Most
excellent & godly are hys begynnynges reported of the very foren nacyons, callynge hym for hys vertuouse, lerned, and godly prudent youthes
sake, the seconde Josias” (M, 6r). By praising Edward’s foreign reputation as a “seconde Josias,” Bale aligns his new definition of virtuous
nobility with Edwardian propaganda, including Udall’s preface to the
Paraphrases, that justified religious change by identifying Edward with
biblical reformers. Bale in turn attributes reformist sentiments to Elizabeth on the basis of her translation and family, pointing to Elizabeth’s
writings as evidence that she, like her brother, exemplified Chrysostom’s
idea of virtuous nobility:
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Of thys Nobylyte, have I no doubt (lady most faythfully studyouse)
but that yow are. . . . If questyon were axt me, how I knowe it? my
answere wolde be thys. By your godly frute, as the fertyle tre is non
other wyse than therby knowne, luce .vi. [Luke 6] I receyved your
noble boke, ryght frutefully of yow translated out of the frenche
tunge into Englysh. I receyved also your golden sentences out of the
sacred scriptures, with no lesse grace than lernynge in foure noble
languages, Latyne, Greke, Frenche, & Italyane. (M, 7r)

Bale’s punning association of the “frute” from the “fertyle tre” in Luke
6:43 with Elizabeth’s “fruteful” translation of Marguerite suggests the
inherent piety in the princess’s literary activities. Bale also finds reformist sentiments in Elizabeth’s Latin, French, and Italian versions of the
first verse of Psalm 13 (“The fole sayth in hys harte, there is no God,”
M, 41v) and her composition of an adage in Greek (“Feare God, honoure thy parentes, and reverence thy fryndes,” M, 41v). Bale claims that
Elizabeth’s Greek sentence is a source of moral guidance surpassing anything offered by Catholic authorities: “Neyther Benedyct nor Bruno,
Domynyck nor Frances (whych have of longe yeares bene boasted for
the pryncypall patrones of relygyon) ever gave to their superstycyouse
bretherne, so pure preceptes of syncere christyanyte” (M, 8v). Here
Bale leverages Elizabeth’s conventional maxim into a condemnation
of major monastic institutions: respectively, the Benedictines, Carthusians, Dominicans, and Franciscans. A marginal note on the English
version of Psalm 13:1 reinforces this strong anti-Catholic stance by
remarking, “Antichrist Hys clergy” (M, 41v). In an even more surprising move, Bale interprets Elizabeth’s trilingual versions of this verse as
a source of reformist doctrine: “Your grace unto us sygnyfye[s], that
the baren doctrine & good workes without fayth of the hypocrytes,
whych in their uncommaunded latyne ceremonyes serve their bellyes
& not Christ, in gredyly devourynge the patrymony of poor wydowes
& orphanes are both execrable in themselves, and abhomynable afore
God” (M, 7v–8r). As we will see, Elizabeth’s translation does indicate
her enthusiasm for justification by faith alone, but it does not explicitly condemn Catholic “doctrine” or “good workes.” Furthermore,
England still used “latyne ceremonyes,” and while Cranmer’s Homilies had asserted justification by faith alone, this development had been
introduced with little fanfare to reduce conservative opposition. Bale
therefore portrays Elizabeth as supporting reforms that were more
overtly reformist than the theological position of the current English
church.
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After attributing his own views to Elizabeth, Bale characterizes her
translation as a means of public service that is reminiscent of Udall’s
prefaces to the Paraphrases. Once again, Bale reframes Elizabeth’s translation so that it serves his aims, this time by skewing the circumstances
of the text’s production:
Chefely have she done it for her owne exercyse in the frenche tunge,
besydes the spirytuall exercyse of her innar sowle with God. . . .
And thynkynge that other myght do the same, of a most fre christen
harte, she maketh it here commen unto them, not beynge a nigarde
over the treasure of God. . . . She have not done herin, as ded the
relygyouse and anoynted hypocrytes in monasteryes, co[n]vents
and colleges, in spearynge theyr lybraryes from men studyouse, and
in reservynge the treasure contayned in their bokes, to most vyle
dust and wormes. (M, 40r)

By describing the translation as a private endeavor (“her owne exercyse,”
“her innar sowle”), Bale follows the humanist precedent of associating
translation with leisure time, conveniently glossing over the work’s original purpose as a New Year’s gift for Katherine Parr. At the same time,
Bale suggests that this translation genuinely represents Elizabeth’s private
religious views and her rejection of Catholicism. While Catholic scholars
have hoarded their learning in “monasteryes, co[n]vents, and colleges,”
Elizabeth hopes to make her knowledge “commen” to spread “the treasure of God.” Of course, this program sounds very similar to Bale’s own
publication agendas, and Elizabeth’s lack of interest in this scheme is
suggested by her failure to print other translations. Bale, however, presents himself as abetting Elizabeth’s plans by publishing her work: “Thys
one coppye of yours have I brought into a nombre to th’intent that many
hungry sowles by the inestymable treasure contayned therin, maye be
swetely refreshed” (M, 9v). While Bale may co-opt Elizabeth’s translation
for his own purposes, he also suggests that she has legitimate agency as
a model of reformed piety (“she maketh it here commen,” “She have not
done herin,” “so do she agayne most frely dystrybute it”). As a member of the royal family, Elizabeth seems to function as a symbol of the
Edwardian Reformation and to provide a pattern of reformed sentiment
for the nation.
Bale’s edition of the translation differs from Elizabeth’s presentation
copy (titled The Miroir or Glasse of the Synnefull Soule) in substantive
ways that reinforce the reformist agenda of his paratexts. As Janel Mueller and Joshua Scodel’s edition of the presentation copy shows, Elizabeth
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freely translates Marguerite de Navarre’s poem into prose while condensing the poem’s repetitive language and imagery, removing its highly
sensual language, and lessening the speaker’s self-abasement.101 Three
major patterns of revision can be identified within Bale’s version. First,
a systematic set of revisions smooths out Elizabeth’s phrasing so that the
text is both more elegant and easier to read. A second group of changes
realigns the translation with the French source, adding in some of the
lines omitted in the presentation copy and rendering some terms more literally. To take one small example, Elizabeth tends to render Marguerite’s
“Brief” (in short) paraphrastically: “Now to speke shorte.” Bale’s edition
retains the paraphrasis but employs an English cognate for “brief”: “Now
brevely to conclude.”102 A third kind of revision inserts material that is
not found in the source text but that advances the agendas expressed in
Bale’s preface. For example, Bale’s edition reworks Marguerite’s preface
to the reader so that it more obviously seeks a public audience: “If thu
do throughly reade thys worke (dere frynde in the lorde) [added] marke
rather the matter than the homely speache therof, consyderynge it is the
stodye [worke] of a woman. . .” (G, 44; M, 10r). Besides adding a direct
address to the reader that implies Elizabeth welcomed the text’s publication (“dere frynde in the lorde”), this version replaces “worke,” which
nicely renders “l’ouvraige,” with “stodye,” a term that reiterates Bale’s
praise of Elizabeth’s learning (Ma, p. 165, line 4). Mueller and Scodel
speculate that Bale was responsible for all of these alterations, but the
second and third revision strategies appear opposed to each other. If Bale
was truly interested in realigning Elizabeth’s translation with her French
source text so exactingly, then it seems improbable that he would have
interpolated new material without any basis in the source text. It may
be more likely that Elizabeth or Katherine revised the text so that it better followed the French, especially given Elizabeth’s acknowledgement
of the work’s defects in her preface to Katherine. Bale seems a probable
candidate for the third set of revisions, although the extent of his editorial interventions cannot be definitively proven. Certainly scholars have
suspected that Bale reworked Askew’s Examinacyons, and he may have
seen fit to alter Elizabeth’s text as well.103 While the translation has most
frequently been read for psychological insight into Elizabeth’s relationship with her parents, the textual variants in Bale’s edition suggest the
significance of the text’s doctrinal implications for ongoing debates over
the Edwardian Reformation.104
At first glance, the Miroir might seem to be a less than ideal text to
support Bale’s position, since the poem is not militantly reformist. In
fact, the moderate nature of Elizabeth’s source text was better suited for
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the context of Henry’s final years, when his eclectic approach to religious
policy made an openly reformist stance untenable.105 As Renja Salminen
notes, Marguerite’s poem does not overtly attack the Roman Catholic
Church or its practices: “La reine ne l’a pas composé dans l’intention de
se déclarer sectatrice de la Réforme. Le texte dans son ensemble, dans son
esprit, ne contient rien qui soit de caractère militant, rien qui s’oppose
directement . . . la foi catholique” (The queen did not write it with the
intention of declaring herself a partisan of the Reformation. The text in its
entirety, in its spirit, contains nothing that is of a militant nature, nothing
that is directly opposed to the Catholic faith).106 Nevertheless, Salminen
observes that Marguerite does subtly undermine Catholic practices that
reformists hoped to alter or eliminate.107 For example, Marguerite refutes
the idea that saintly intercession can lead to salvation: “There is neyther
man sainte, or els aungell, for whom the harte of a sinner will chaunge”
(G, 54). Perhaps in agreement with this idea, Elizabeth removes a later
reference to saints, rendering “sainctz et Prophetes” (saints and Prophets;
Ma, p. 176, line 271) as “holy prophettes” (G, 60). While this shift in
meaning may be an accidental result of Elizabeth’s tendency to collapse
Marguerite’s doublets, it does strengthen the reformist underpinnings
of the text. Along similar lines, Marguerite criticizes excessive veneration of the Virgin Mary: “If any man shuld thinke to geve the[e] greater
prayse than god hymselfe hath done [added], it were a blasphemy. For
there is no suche prayse as the same is wich cometh frome god. Also hast
thou had so stedfaste, and constante a fayth, that by grace she [i.e., faith]
had the power to make the[e] godly [deifier]” (G, 62; Ma, p. 177, lines
307–11). Elizabeth glosses Marguerite’s lines by adding “than god hymselfe hath done,” effectively reiterating Marguerite’s point about God’s
primacy in contrast with Mary. Furthermore, Elizabeth’s translation of
“deifier” (to become a god) as “make godly” may follow her systematic
elimination of Marguerite’s language of deification, but this rendering
also removes any implication that Mary deserved special exaltation.
Bale’s edition heightens this tendency to de-emphasize Mary by adding
the intensifier “fule” to blasphemy: “if any man shulde thynke to geve
the[e] greatter prayse than God hymselfe hath done, it were a fule blasphemye” (M, 16v). A marginal citation of Luke 1, referencing Gabriel’s
praise of Mary, drives home the point. Both the presentation copy and
Bale’s edition thus offer a slightly more incisive attack on Catholic veneration of saints and the Virgin Mary.
Elizabeth is even more proactive in emphasizing the text’s incorporation of two key reformist tenets: biblical study and justification by
faith.108 Marguerite initially rejects God’s call on the grounds that the
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Bible might be nonsense: “tous ces motz ne voulois escouter / Mais
encores je venois . . . doubter, / Si c’estoit vous: ou si par adventure / Ce
n’estoit riens, qu’une simple escripture” (I did not want to hear all these
words / But still I came to doubt, / If it was you: or if by chance / It was
nothing, except a foolish writing; Ma, p. 191, lines 725–28). Elizabeth
removes the suggestion that the Bible is meaningless by failing to translate “n’estoit riens” (it was nothing): “I wolde not harke unto all these
wordes: For i douted whether it were thou, or els a symple writtinge,
that so sayd” (G, 84). Bale’s version makes several small alterations:
“Alas unto all these swete wordes wolde I not harken. For I doubted
whether it were thu, or els a fabyllouse writynge that so sayde” (M,
24v). Besides emphasizing the Bible’s significance by modifying “wordes”
with the adjective “swete,” Bale also substitutes “fabyllouse” for “simple,” simultaneously suggesting the miraculous nature of the Bible and
eliminating the negative connotations of “simple.”109 Bale’s edition also
interpolates material that harks back to his prefatory critique of Roman
Catholicism: “Often tymes have I with the[e] broken covenaunte. And
partly for that my poore sowle was to[o] moche fed with evyll [yll]
breade or dampnable doctryne of hypocrytes [added], I despysed such
socoure and ghostly [added] physyck in Gods worde [added], as wolde
have holpe me” (G, 52, 54; M, 13r ). Bale’s addition of “hypocrytes”
directly relates to his introductory attack on the “baren doctryne &
good workes without fayth of the hypocrytes” (M, 7v). A further link
to Bale’s preface can be discerned in the insertion of “ghostly” and “in
Gods worde,” interpolations that cast Marguerite’s text as an exemplar
of the spiritual solace found through biblical study and that sharply contrast “evyll breade,” presumably the transubstantiation that occurs in the
Mass. The published version of Elizabeth’s translation takes on a more
polemical cast that supports Bale’s position on Bible reading and transubstantiation, even though the English church had not yet renounced
transubstantiation.
Bale’s edition may add in material that radicalizes Elizabeth’s translation, but his preface accurately portrays the princess as a supporter of
justification by faith. Elizabeth explicitly praises this element of Marguerite’s poem while dedicating her work to Katherine Parr: “She (beholding
and comtempling what she is) doth perceyve how, of herselfe, and of her
owne strenght, she can do nothing that good is, or prevayleth for her
salvacion: onles it be through the grace of god” (G, 42). Throughout
the translation, Elizabeth departs from her source text to emphasize the
soul’s inability to better itself. For example, she underscores Marguerite’s
statement that God alone spurs her spiritual regeneration: “He doth
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not tary tyll i humbly do praye hym, or that (seyng my hell and damnacion [enfer]) i do cry upon hym: for with hys spirite, he doth make a
wailinge withyne my hart, greater than i, or any man, can declare [grand
inenarrablement], wich asketh the gifte, wherof the vertue is unknowen
to my lytell power” (G, 50; Ma, p. 169, lines 81–86). Elizabeth rarely
employs doublets to translate single words, so her rendering of “hell”
(“enfer”) as “hell and damnacion” is particularly significant. By qualifying “hell” with “damnacion,” Elizabeth suggests that the speaker cannot
save herself despite her recognition of her own “damnacion.” Her
paraphrastic translation of “largely indescribable” (“grand inenarrablement”) as “greater than i, or any man, can declare” further indicates the
weakness of humankind in comparison with God, who is responsible for
the inexpressible “wailinge” experienced by the speaker. Elizabeth also
makes a small but illuminating change to Marguerite’s later denial of
human merit: “I coulde never se[e] that any man, by merite, and payne,
coulde vainquishe helle, save onely he, wich hath made such assaute
through charite (he being humbled to the crosse [que mort humilié])”
(G, 112; Ma, p. 208, lines 1232–35). Elizabeth translates “that died
humbled” (“que mort humilié”) as “humbled to the crosse,” more vividly
implying that Christ’s sacrifice was sufficient to redeem all humankind.
Bale’s edition in turn emphasizes this point through several additions:
“I coulde never yet se[e], that anye man by meryte or payne takynge,
coulde ever yet vanquyshe that helle, save only he whyche ded the great
assaulte through hys unspeakable charyte, whan he humbled hym selfe
to the crosse” (M, 34r). With the participle “takynge” Bale evokes and
dismisses human agency, even as the addition of “ever,” “great,” and
“unspeakable” reaffirms Christ’s power. Bale thus underscores the translation’s reformist stance on the contentious issue of merit.
Elizabeth’s translation also directly comments on the power of faith
to save humankind, further strengthening its implicit endorsement of
reformist theology. Indeed, Elizabeth makes it clear that only a certain
kind of faith is sufficient for salvation, perhaps obliquely referring to the
competing claims of reformers and Catholics. Marguerite asserts that
faith proceeds from God and so can protect the soul from harm: “Y a
il riens, qui me puisse plus nuire, / Si Dieu me vault par Foy à luy conduire? / J’entens la Foy toute telle, qu’il fault, / Digne d’avoir le nom du
don d’enhault” (Is there anything, that can harm me any more, / If God
is able to lead me to him by Faith? / I mean all such Faith as is necessary, / Worthy to have the name of the gift from on high; Ma, p. 209,
lines 1279–82). Elizabeth reworks this passage so that it suggests that
a particular sort of faith is necessary for salvation: “Is there any thing,
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than that can hurte me, if god be willinge through fayth, to drawe me
unto hym: I meane, fayth suche as we must have for to obtayne the right
highe gifte from above” (G, 114). Bale’s edition moves even further away
from the French in highlighting this point: “Is there anye thynge can pull
me backe if God be wyllynge through his gyfte of faythe to drawe me
to hym? I meane suche faythe as we must nedes have to obtayne the
hygh graces from above” (M, 35r). By replacing “hurte” with “pull me
backe,” Bale suggests the impossibility of losing God’s grace after faith
has been imparted to the soul. His addition of “gyfte” and substitution
of “hygh graces” for “right highe gifte” stress the idea that grace is the
source of salvation rather than man’s merits. Bale also alters Marguerite’s concluding thoughts on the efficacy of faith: “Fayth joyned with
the truthe, bryngeth fourth hope, wherby perfyght charyte is engendered.
And charyte is God, as thu knowist. If we have charyte, than we have
also God therwith. Than is God in us, and we are in hym. And all thys
cometh through the benefyte of faythe. For he dwellith in all men whych
have true faythe” (M, 38r). In Elizabeth’s presentation copy, the final sentences follow Marguerite’s poem fairly closely: “Than is god in us, and
all we are in hym, and he in all men. If we have hym through fayth”
(G, 122). Marguerite had also concluded by focusing on faith: “Il est en
nous, et trestous en luy sommes. / Tous sont en luy et luy en tous les hommes. / Si nous l’avons par Foy” (He is in us, and all of us are in him, / All
are in him and he in all men. / If we have him through faith; Ma, p. 214,
lines 1419–21). Besides emphasizing justification by faith yet again, Bale
removes the modifier “all” and adds new material that is less inclusive
than Marguerite’s or Elizabeth’s versions. As a result, the published version’s focus on “true faythe” evokes the division between reformists and
Roman Catholics.
Bale’s paratexts and alterations to the Godly Medytacyon may cast
Elizabeth as a Protestant reformer who supports vernacular church services and denies the doctrine of transubstantiation, yet her translation
itself is moderate in nature. Elizabeth does show a marked interest in
several reformist tenets (Bible reading and justification by faith) and
potentially rejects veneration of saints, but she largely follows the
unobtrusive reformist agendas of her source text. It is likely that the
more polemical alterations of her translation reflect Bale’s attempts to
reshape the text so that it better conforms to his anti-Catholic views.
Yet while Bale may be disingenuous about the purpose and, at times,
the theology of Elizabeth’s translation, his revisions often have some
basis in Elizabeth’s own renderings of Marguerite. By publicizing Elizabeth’s translation activities, Bale also helped her establish a reputation
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for learned piety that would serve Elizabeth in good stead as she negotiated the bitter controversies over religious reform during her reign.
Elizabeth’s interest in furthering this godly persona may account for her
tacit acceptance of four separate republications of this translation during
her reign. Bale’s version was reissued by Roger Ward (1590), and new
editions were printed by James Cancellar (1568; c. 1580) and Thomas
Bentley (1582).110 If Bale had positioned her translation in the vanguard
of the Edwardian Reformation, by 1590 the Godly Medytacyon must
have seemed fairly conservative in contrast with the agendas of “hotter”
Protestants. Even if Bale’s edition used Elizabeth’s fame to advance an
agenda that she may not have personally endorsed, the text nevertheless
planted the seeds for her later self-fashioning as a godly queen.

Conclusions
Nicholas Udall and John Bale commandeered the Tudor princesses’
translations for their own purposes, but their editorial interventions
helped establish learned women’s ability to participate in public debates
over religion. Both editors relied upon the translators’ rank and education to portray Mary and Elizabeth as models of piety whose labor was
intended for the public good. Examination of the translations themselves
reveals the varying extent to which these texts conform to their respective editorial frameworks, explaining why Mary and Elizabeth tacitly
accepted the circulation of their work. Mary and Mallett took care to
emphasize the conservative nature of their source text, particularly with
regard to traditional practices such as penance, rites, and papal authority. Mary’s translation thus covertly advanced a conservative religious
agenda that was compatible with her reputation for Catholic orthodoxy
under Edward. Meanwhile, Bale’s presentation of Elizabeth as a reformer
was consistent with the religious sympathies suggested by her translation
of Marguerite de Navarre, which shows a uniform interest in biblical
reading and justification by faith. Elizabeth’s translation does not indicate that she was in the vanguard of Edwardian reformers, despite Bale’s
claims that her work supported the abolishment of Latin services and
other Catholic innovations. Even so, the Elizabethan settlement matched
Bale’s thinking on these points, and his sentiments would eventually
seem moderate in contrast with the militant Protestantism of Elizabeth’s
reign. The republication of Bale’s edition in 1590 therefore underscored
Elizabeth’s own self-presentation as an arbiter of religious compromise.
Whether or not Mary and Elizabeth agreed with their editors’ views,
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they benefited from Udall and Bale’s representations of their piety. Perhaps in recognition of this outcome, both queens rewarded their editors:
Udall became headmaster of the Westminster School under Mary, while
Elizabeth attempted to restore Bale’s library to him and made him a
prebendary in Canterbury Cathedral.
Yet these translations are also important as potential catalysts for
the increasing prominence of the female translator after the Edwardian
period. Margaret Beaufort’s pioneering translations had already suggested that aristocratic women could use translation to influence popular
piety, but in the forty years between her publications and those of the
Tudor princesses, no other woman published a translation under her
own name—not even Katherine Parr during her marriage to Henry. In
the wake of Mary’s and Elizabeth’s editions, women became considerably more willing to attach their names to printed translations, and these
works adopted the rhetoric of public service used by Udall and Bale. The
publication of the Tudor princesses’ translations helped spur these developments by placing Mary’s and Elizabeth’s writings within the politicized
context of religious reform, offering a model to the nation of the worth
that a learned woman’s translation could hold. A close examination
of these appropriations of the Tudor princesses’ translations reveals
the complicated negotiations that allowed women to participate in the
public sphere. While the editors of translations by Margaret Roper and
Mary Basset may have worked carefully with these women to achieve a
shared goal, Udall and Bale imposed their own agendas upon the translations of Mary and Elizabeth regardless of whether the translators agreed
with those purposes. Yet by presenting the Tudor princesses as legitimate
contributors to the public good, Udall and Bale paradoxically encouraged other Englishwomen to translate works that might give them a
voice within religious debates. As women such as Mary Sidney Herbert
followed this model by taking public credit for their translations, they
shaped their own reputations for learned piety in a proactive manner.

